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I, statement of the Problem
f
The problem of the following study Includes the construc-
tion of a teacher’s guide to be used in the scoring of high-
school composition, iiuch a guide must naturally be founded
upon recognized principles of composition theory. The problem
also includes the actual use of this so-called Scor er’s
Guide by 23 experienced teachers of English, and 20
student teachers. Reports from the teachers and student
teachers furnish the basis for conclusions concerning the
practical value of the Guide .
Teachers still need a practical way to score informal
writing. As Dolch-j^ pointed out, the best composition scales
are not necessarily reliable. Moreover, they are intended
only for infrequent, formal testing^; and as Speer ’s^
survey showed, educators largely avoid the use of scales.
Teachers seem to rely upon criteria of their own which may
be ill-defined, and which may vary from day to day, and from
theme to theme. Duboc^, who asked a group to score the
themes of ’’Mary” and of ’’Martha", concluded that a given




2. Courtis, s. a7~, ^*The Value of Measurements. II. The Uses
of the Hillegas Scale", Eng . J.
,
8:208-17, April, 1919.
3. i>peer, Dorothy, ^ Experimental Evaluation of Seven Compo -
sition Scales
,
Johns Hopkins studies in Ed., 1929,
p. 6.
4. Duboc, Jessie L., "Vtfho is Equipped to Evaluate Children’s
Compositions?" Eng . Rev ., 12:60-63, March, 1935.
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theme may receive an "A", or an "P”, depending upon who
does the scoringi
Nevertheless, it is possible to obtain a fairly hi^
correlation between Independent scorers if a careful control
of the reading is exercised, as has been done by the College
Entrance Examination noard^^. This is a tedious and costly
method, nowever, for reasons to be given later, it is a
method which seems to be more adaptable than composition
scales as far as the present problem is concerned.
II, The Effects of Certain Control s
The teacher and the test technician have a common goal:
both seek to obtain reliable data about pupil performance,
but to some extent they have dlsagreed-j^ about the best way
to proceed, especially in the matter of controlled writing,
' Test makers have striven to control the situation, not only
in order that all pupils may enjoy the same test-taking
' conditions, but also in order that all pupils may have the
! same amount of information about, and Interest in, the
writing topic. The test makers have undertaken this difficult
task because "controlled” compositions are more easily com-
^
I
pared with a standard than are compositions written on
miscellaneous topics, but teachers, on the other hand, favor
^
the Inclusion of several optional writing topics, in order
1, otahlnaker, John M,, "Question IV: The Essay”, Eng . J,
(Coll.), 26:153-40, February, 1937.
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;to allow latitude for individual expression. Teachers also
hesitate to prescribe exactly how a given topic should be i
treated. I
'
IThe rigid control of the writing situation is more
noticeable in the case of the better-known scales than in
the College Entrance method. In one Hudelson scale^, pupils
are allowed exactly fifteen minutes to retell ”The Snow
j
Fight on blatter ’s Hill". The pupils have no options,
either in topic or treatment, and probably need only a
certain mechanical facility in order to do well in the test,
rarkerg seemed to feel that such a test may do more harm
than good. As for the validity of such a test, Diederich^
observed that test compositions are valid only if they are
like the writing which pupils "will have to do in the normal
course of events". Other scales seem to require equally
unnatural writing situations.
Diederich used College Entrance Examination Board
techniques which had been modified by researches of the
' University of Chicago jooard of lixaminations. He gave his
writers latitude in handling "a single broad problem",
which allowed ample time. Thus the writing situation was
not rigidly controlled; yet Diederich reported a high reader
1. Hudelson, Earl, Hudelson' s Typical Composition Ability
scale
.
Public school Pub. Co., Bloomington, 111., 1923.
2. Parker, Flora E., "The Value of Measurements", Eng . J.
8:204, 1919.
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reliability, Traxler and Anderson^, validating c3tahlnaker 's
findings, also secured a high reader reliability (r I .84 to
.94).
The evidence seems to show, then, that a rigid control
of the writing is not the basic requirement for the reliable
scoring of English composition. This basic requirement seems
rather to be a control of the reading, with agreement among
the readers as to the criteria for scoring.
III. The Recognition of Elements , Principles , and Qualities
Which Determine Composition Excellence
Hillegasg avoided the limitations of defining-words
by concerning himself with "general merit", which he called
"just that quality which competent persons commonly consider
as merit". The immediate followers of Hlllegas likewise
sought to measure "general merit", and were, for that
reason, ridiculed by such critics as V/ard^. Ward suggested
that, when men are drafted into the Army, a board of "experts"
should look over each candidate and guess what the latter's
scaled quality should be. However, Ward did not offer much
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Leonard emphasized "Ideas” as being the most important
element of composition^ • He asserted that teachers were
confining their appraisal of composition to the scoring of
mechanical factors, and he urged them to "consider only ideas,
their value to a youth, not to a schoolteacher". Van Wage-
nen^ also stressed ideas. He provided for three separate
ratings for the scoring of composition, weighted in the
following manner: (a) thought content, four points;
(b) structure, two points; and (c) mechanics, one point.
Thus the Importance of ideas, or thought content, came to
be well recognized, as did the principle that some factors are
more important in composition than others^
Kudelson seemed to be convinced that the potentialities
o
of scales are limited, for he wrote? "It is doubtful
whether we shall get much further either by Van Wagenen*s
scheme or with the general-merit scales. It is likely that
the most progress will be made in the future with scales
designed to measure and score only one composition element
at a time". A study by Ashbau^^ concluded that "specific
measures" are more useful than those for "general quality".
1. Leonard, b. A., "How English Teachers Correct Papers",
English Journal
, 12:517, October, 1923.
2. Van Wagenen, M. J., A Teachers ' Manual in the Use of
Educational scales
,
Public school Pub. Co.,
Bloomington, 111., 1928.







Public Bchool Pub. Co., Bloomington,
111., 1923, p. 52.
4. Ashbaugh> E. J., "The Measurement of Language", Journal of
Educational ]^esearch, 4:32ff, June, 1931.
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Ashbaugh also declared that "a single measure of any complex
is quite as likely to conceal as to reveal".
If, through the accurate measurement of one element,
we could secure an index whereby the value of all elements
could be inferred, we might then assume that the counting of
complete clauses by Nicholson^ and by Donovan^ indicated not
only the "response" factor which they were seeking, but also
the general? compositional merit,
aix judges, using Dsiringer’Sg list of style factors,
found that such factors were present in the written work which
they sampled, in proportions which corresponded rather closely
to "general merit" as indicated by scales. One of the
implications of Daringer's work seems to be that a careful
scoring of composition for a single factor would be equivalent
to a fair grading of all of the merits of the composition.
The present writer does not believe that such a short
cut exists. He notes that Huxtable^, reporting the classifi-
cation of composition quality in terms of thought content.
1, Nicholson, G, H,, Experimental Evaluation of the Results of
Two Types of Composition Assignments
,
Unpifclshed Ed,
M, Thesis, xjoston University, 1947,
2, Donovan, M, W,, ^ Experimental Evaluation of the Relative
Effectiveness of Two Methods of Composition Assign-
ments in stimulating Ideas
,
Unpublished Ed, M, Thesis,
Boston University, 1947,
3, Daringer, Helen F,, A Study of Style in English Composition
Based on Textbooks
,
Bureau of Publ,, T, C,, Columbia
University, N. Y,, 1930,
4, nuxtable, Z, I,, "Criteria for Judging Thought Content in
Written Composition", Journal of Ed, Research, Jan,,
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admitted that such classification is not always possible.
sometimes thoughts of great value and cogency are found in
a theme which seems to have little other merit. The value
of thought undoubtedly depends upon intelligence, but
research^ has not found any marked correlation between
intelligence scores and composition grades. Teachers often
have encountered pupils who unquestionably have thou^ts
which are ^faluable, but who organize them poorly. Often a
flawless organization is marred by an ineffective style,
with many errors in mechanics. On the other hand, a pupil’s
•
only failing may be in thought content; his chief ability
may be in mechanics.
It appears, then, that composition ability is a complex
made up of several variable factors, and that each of these
factors may vary independently of the others. Therefore,
the instrument which successfully measures composition
ability should measure these component factors or categories
separately, oome of these categories are more important
than others and should be wei^ted accordingly. Further,
all of the categories should be measured in order to arrive
at a fair, accurate score.
1. i'Ogg, barah Jane, An Analysis of the Relationship of
Intelligence Measurement and Certain Aspects of
Compositional Writing , onpublished Ed. M. Thesis,
boston university, 1947.
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8IV. Fo\ir Categories Into which Composition Merit may be Divided!
The acorer * s Guide Is Intended to cover four categories
which make up composition merit: Preparation, Organization,
j
otyle, and Form. Of these, the first three are described by
|
Minton ^In terms which he developed from a statistical analysis
j




English, Despite the subjective nature of Hinton’s definitions
(since not all teachers necessarily agree as to what Is meant byj
I
any given rubric, or descriptive word), the writer has made use i
i
of them In the Scorer’s Guide.







’’The writers of the better compositions were found to
have a wider personal knowledge of their subjects and
to be more genuinely Interested In presenting their
I
stories.” Compared with the authors of Inferior
!
compositions, ’’they revealed more mature minds, broader
I
experiences, greater alertness to scenes and events,
I and a fuller awareness of the effect of scenes and events
\ upon people. They Included more nearly everything
I
that the reader needed to know for a thorough under-
i




The term Preparation Is applied Instead of ’’substance”
I
||






pupil may have before beginning to write. 6uch qualities, as
I they appear In the composition, may thus be distinguished from
Organization, Mtyle, and Form,
Hinton’s description of Preparation suggests three sub-
1. Hinton, Eugene M, ,
'
^
Analytical Etudy of the Qualities of
btyle Sind Rhetoric Found In English Compositions
,
Teachers Coll.. Columbia U.. T.C.C.eT^0 6^, j.9_40. _j).. 116|L
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divisions: first, ’’wide personal knowledge of the subject”;
second, interest in the subject; and third, ideas about the
subject.
The second category in the iScorer *s Guide
,
Organization,
corresponds to Hinton’s "principles of composition”, Hinton
found that his judges described the better compositions as
"better planned and better organized” than the inferior composi-
tions, "The parts were arranged in a more natural or a more
logical sequence, often being connected by a better choice of
words, phrases, or clauses to show the proper relationships",
jttlsewhere in Hinton’s work^ the importance of a "direct”
beginning, and of an "effective” ending is emphasized.
In the category of Organization there are many subdivisions
which could be distinguished, ferhaps the two most important
are: (a) a complete presentation of the essential details, and
(b) an orderly, logical sequence.
The present writer does not attempt to use strict sequence
of paragraphing as a criterion for Organization, Donovan^
also avoided the paragraph. According to McClusky and Coleman^,
"the larger the unit, the less important the sequence between
units becomes". They reported a "striking failure" on the part
material. The patterns which language may take seem to be very
1, rilnton, iiUgene M,, 0£, cit , , p, 120,
2, Donovan, M. W,, op, cit ,
, p, 21,
of college juniors
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Iflexible. The choice of a particular pattern may be considered
as otyle.
V. atyle
For the purposes of this study it is necessary to describe
otyle in terms upon which there is general agreement, if
10
iityle denotes accurate literary expression in general, then
the definition is, perhaps, too vague and broad to distinguish
btyle from various other compositional qualities, but, on the
n
other hand, if btyle is limited to writing that is "finicking”^
and ’’fanciful”, the Implication is that much writing, such as
hi^-school pupils might produce, has no ’’style”.
If Barton's premise is used, the assertion is justified
that btyle is ordinarily present in all of a person’s writing
in so far as the individual ’’transcends” his situational
limitations; furthermore, btyle is the ’’characteristic aspect”
of the individual's writing, ’’satisfying the writer within
himself”, barton described specific ’’style-traits” in terms
of trait names. Her readers of themes applied trait names
independently, and such rubrics were used as were substantially
agreed upon, oome of the more important trait names listed by
Hinton are ’’originality”, ’’vividness”, ”color”, ”sensitiveness
”,o
’’sincerity”, ’’fluency”, and ”naturalness”. These ’’style-traits”




2. Barton, Dorothy J., The Relation of Personality to Composi -
tional Writing and to btyle of Writing
, Unpublished
Doctoral Dissertation, oyracuse U., 1946.
o. Hinton, HUgene, op . cit ., p. lief
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seem to correspond to Wendell's ’’qualities of style
Another aspect of istyle seems to he vocabulary. Hinton
concluded that his superior writers "chose their words ... .from
more extensive vocabularies". A plentiful supply of well-
chosen words seems to correspond to "elements of style".
Thus, the nature of iityle seems to be "tv/ofold", as De
Quincey^ noted. The "mechanic" aspect relates to adequacy of
vocabulary and to clear, accurate use of language. The
"organic" aspect of JStyle is impressionistic, and can be
approximately conveyed only by a multitude of trait names
describing the color, originality, fluency, and variety of the
words and groups of words used in the composition. The
present writer tried to construct the acorer 's Guide keeping
both aspects of otyle in mind.
VI. Form
Hinton avoided any discussion of the role played by Form
(mechanics). However, the writer felt that in practice the
consideration of Form cannot be avoided, and if Form were to be
scored separately, the teacher must then decide how to arrive
at a composite score. The writer therefore added a fourth area,
korm, giving it the same value as Organization and btyle, but
only half the weight given to rreparation. This is approximate!
1. Wendell, harrett, iaigllsh Composition
,
N. Y. : Chas.
bcrlbner's iSons, 1891, p. IX.
2. De(piuincey, Thomas, "iityle" (from .angllsh Poetry and Prose
of the Romantic Movement
,
George B. HVoods, editor,
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in accordance with Van Wagenen’s breakdown of composition merit,
The writer takes Form to mean all matters of established usage,
particularly spelling, punctuation, capitalization, grammar,
and sentence structure. Ordinarily a teacher first marks any
errors of rorm on the theme itself, for the Information and
benefit of the pupil, A teacher using the bcorer *s Guide then
counts the n\imber of Form errors per 100 words in the theme,
and also the range of similar errors in the class as a whole.
Assuming, for expediency, that all errors are equally serious,
and that the class distribution of errors is normal, the teachei
arrives at the sub-total for Form by considering the given
theme in its relationship to the class's performance as a
whole. Thus, themes having the fewest errors should be scored
”5”, and those having the most, "1”, A relatively large
number, having an error count close to the mean, should receive
the mean rating of ”3",
VII, The Five-step Rating ^cale
In rating composition, btahlnaker^ suggested ratings of
six steps each to be used in three sub-areas, "organization”,
"coherence", and "mechanics", stahlnaker's steps were: "5",
"4", "3", "2", "1", and "0",
The present writer chose to use five of these steps,
omitting the zero step for two reasons, in the first place
1, btahlnaker, John M,, "Question IV: The Jissay", p, 139
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he feels that ordinarily, when the pupil has actually written
a composition of some length, it has some positive degree of
merit. Another reason for not using six steps is that it is
doubtful whether scorers who have had no special training can
accurately distinguish between more than five levels of
excellence. Healy^ found that teachers "do not make a dis-
tinction between an excellent composition and a superior
one", nor between "average and poor" ratings. Five-step
ratings were therefore used in the ocorer *s Guide
.
1. nealy, Katherine L., "otudy of the Factors Involved in
Rating Pupils’ Compositions", Journal of .ttxperlmental
ji;ducation
, 4:50-53, iseptember, 1935.
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Plan of btudy and Procedure
I. aome Considerations Governing the Construction of the
iacorer *s Guide
The first step of the problem was to construct the Scorer’s
Guide
,
embodying In It pertinent conclusions and opinions found
in previous research. The conclusions and opinions have a3r eady
been discussed in the first chapter. It was presumed that
if they were embodied in the scorer’s Guide
,
It would have an
initial theoretical validity.
Another consideration was the production of an instrument
of practical value. To this end the scorer * s Guide was made as
short as possible in the hope that its use would not entail
so much additional labor that the teachers would prefer to
correct essays by other methods^.
Also for reasons of practicality, the writer tried to make
the acorer ’s Guide broadly applicable to all kinds of expository
writing. The instrument was not tailor-made for any single
assignment. Thus the acorer ’ s Guide was designed to be more
applicable and useful than such an instrument, althou^
perhaps less valid, and less reliable.
li. Description of the Compositions on which the scorer’s Guide
Was Tested
The compositions used in this experiment were produced in
connection with regular English work. They were written by a
1. Teachers ’ opinions are given on page 21
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»class of twenty-seven twelfth- grade pupils taught hy ftlr, Roland
Heintzelman at Newton high ibchool, Newtonville, Massachusetts.
The class was a college preparatory group. The niimher of hoys
in the class was 13; the number of girls was 14. It was not a
class of special writing ability. Tupils recognized for
brilliant writing ability were in another class. On the other
hand, there were no pupils in the class who produced much of
the kind of composition associated with slow twelfth-grade
groups. Thus the class, although not exceptionally gifted in
written expression, could be expected to produce a type of
essay rather difficult to evaluate. In fact one experienced
teacher remarked, in the course of this experiment; "This is
the kind of writing i find most difficult to grade. It ’sounds
good', but what has the writer actually said? Grandiose
vocabulary hides paucity of ideas and triteness".
The compositions used in this experiment were wltten in
response to two regular assignments. For the first assignment
the students were asked to write a "free", or personal essay
on the broad topic, "Happiness". They were asked to discuss
their personal ideas of happiness, using from 200 to 500 words.
. The students were not required to organize their writing in
any particular manner, except that they were to develop ideas
and arrive at conclusions. They v/ere to avoid story telling.
Lamb’s Old China was read to the students, as an admirable
example of the free-essay style.
23.
The other assignment was to write a controlled essay based
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on any important character in Thomas Hardy’s The Return of the
Native . This book had been intensively read and discussed;
therefore critical thinking and logical presentation were
expected. The controlled essay was to explain how the
character’s life exemplified the working of Hardy’s theory of
Fate.
Copies of compositions from both of the assignments are
included in the Appendix, p. 39.
HI. The Sampling of the Themes
The fifty-four themes resulting from the two assignments
described above were copied on the typewriter, preserving
every usage error, as far as possible. Next the themes were
read by the writer and two other judges, iiight themes were
selected for Intensive use. The remaining forty-six themes
were subsequently used only to give the scorers a better
understanding of the relative ability of the class.
Of the eight themes chosen for intensive use, four were
chosen as examples, respectively, of good preparation, good
organization, good style, and good form, with reference to the
class as a whole. The other four themes were considered by the
three judges to be inferior, in turn, in each of the same four
categories. In the absolute sense, the eight themes were hardly
established in this way as the best, or worst, in each category;
however, it was assumed for the purposes of this experiment that
these ei^t themes broadly indicated the range and the variety
of ability in the class which produced them.
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There were two reasons for seeking samples^ which would
show great variety. First, in order to secure a valid measure
of the practicality of the instrument, the bcorer * s Guide
should he used on a wide variety of themes such as would be
likely to result from any ordinary assignment, second, the
writer desired to learn whether teachers using the Guide agree
to a greater or less extent on any particular quality or
combination of qualities in the writing.
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Iv, Description of the Groups Which Tried Out the acorer *s Guidt
In this experiment the ocorer *s Guide was used by three
groups
.
Group 1 consisted of fifteen experienced teachers of high-
school iiinglish. All were teaching or had very recently taught,
and most of them had over five years' experience. Not more than
three persons in Group I were teaching in any one school; that
is, the group represented a scattered sampling of teachers,
from many parts of New mgland.
Group II consisted of eight experienced teachers of iinglish
who were taking graduate work in the ochool of iiiducation,
Doston university.
Group III consisted of twenty seniors and graduate students
who were taking work in the teaching of Jinglish at the iichool
of iiiducation.
The writer supplied each teacher in Group 1 with a packet
containing (a) the acorer ' s Guide , with a page of instructions.
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and (b) the above-mentioned eight themes to be scored^.
The writer supplied each member of Groups II and III with
a packet containing the following: (a) the !Scorer*3 Guide
,
with
instructions, (b) a copy of the theme designated ’'H9R4” . and
2
(c) several other themes from the same assignment. These
additional themes were furnished in order to give the scorer an
idea of the relative ability of the class, and of the ability of
the author of "H9R4”.
Working independently, as far as is known, the individuals
of Groups I, II, and III scored the themes according to the
instructions, and returned the packets to the writer by mail.
V. Method of handling Data
Responses from forty-three individual scorers were obtainedj
means of the packets described in the preceding section.
The writer's first step was to compute the composite scores
for the various themes. The maximum score was to be "25", and
the minimum, "5". The composite score represents the sum , in
each case, of the values of the four categories.
The value for the Preparation category was com.puted in
each case by adding together the ratings assigned by each scoreij
to parts "A", "ii", and "C" of the i^corer ' s Guide , and multiplyii|lg
the sum by two-thirds. This was done because parts "A", "B", aiild
1. A sample packet appears in the Appendix, p. 59-49.
2. Arbitrary code designations were given to all of the themes
to avoid possible scorer bias. "H9R4" was chosen at random
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"C", which were concerned with Preparation, were planned to
comprise a maximum of ten points, not fifteen.
The value for the Organization category was obtained by
multiplying by one-half the sum of the ratings assigned to parts
"D” and "ii;". This was done in order to obtain the planned maxi-
mum of five points for Organization.
The value for the u^tyle category was obtained by adding
together the ratings assigned to parts and "G”* The result
was again multiplied by one-half, in order to obtain the planned
maximum of five points for c^tyle.
The n\unber of errors in Form, as marked by each of the
scorers on each of the themes, was expressed in terms of errors
per one-hundred words (after Willing). The class average for
these values was 4.8 errors per hundred words. This was assumed
to correspond to ”3", the mean rating for Form. Then, according
to an approximate frequency distribution, themes having fewer
than 1,6 errors per hundred words were scored ”5" for Form.
Themes marked as having from 1.6 to 3,0 errors per hundred words
were given a Form value of ”4”, Themes marked as having from
3,0 to 6,6 errors per hundred words were given a Form value of
”3”, Themes marked as having from 6.6 to 8.0 errors per hundred}
words were given a Form value of ”2”. Finally those themes whlc
were marked as having more than 8.0 errors per hundred words
were assigned the minimum Form value of ”1”. The system result-t
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ed in the anomalous situation of rating a given themes for Form
over as wide a range as for the supposedly less objective
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categories, oome teachers found as few as eight errors in a
theme in which others found thirty-five. The scores are
analysed in Chapter III.
For the purpose of securing a correlation coefficient for
theme H9R4, one of the packets was removed by a random selection
and the remaining forty-two were numbered in the order received.
Each odd-numbered composite score was paired v/ith the even-
numbered one which followed it. The split-half correlation
which was found in this way, using the Pearson Product-Moment
method, is reported in the following chapter. In making such
a correlation, the writer assumes that the forty-two judges
were similar in ability to judge written composition, and
therefore interchangeable.
1
The writer planned to use this self-correlation of the
bcorer ' s Guide as an indication of the value of the instrument,
since a high correlation of scores given to a particular theme
would indicate a high degree of agreement among the scorers.’
1. Guilford, J. P., ^ndamental btatistics in Psycholo.gy and
Education
,
N.i.: McGraw-Hill, 1942, p. 984.
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OPINION^ OF EXPERIENCED TEACHER;^
(figures Indicate percent of the scorers)
sciuestion yes no unde-
c1 ded
Does the bcorer’s Guide include
the most Important factors that
msdce up composition merit? 100 0 0




Would it be of great assistance
to beginning teachers? 65 23 12
Vvould it be of great assistance
to experienced teachers? 11 61 28
It will appear from Table I that In the opinion of teachers
the cacorer ’ s Guide Includes the most Important factors that
make up composition merit, several teachers would add other
factors^, but apparently do not consider such additions to be
"most Important".
Only one teacher wrote that the ocorer *s Guide would not
require too much time, "If used as a regular thing", A majority
of the teachers Indicated that the method Is too time-consuming.
This majority is significant even though Table I represents
the sentiment of only a small number. P’or if we use the null
hypothesis, we find the chances are 1 in 67 that this vote Is
taken from a population in which half of the teachers are unde-
cided, Therefore, according to 'a significant majority, the
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acorer * s Guide requires too much time.
A slight majority decided that the scorer * s Guide would
be a help to beginning teachers, but a very significant pro-
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Variability and Central Tendency of iicores Assigned to Theme
H9R4 by the Forty-three iscorers
mesin, composite scores 16,04
median 16,71
standard deviation 2,80
b, E, of the mean ,44
mean (preparation category) 7,45
median 7,71
standard deviation ,87
b, E, of the mean ,14
mean (organization category) 3 , 21
median 3,54
standard deviation 1,61
a, F, of the mean ,25
mean (style category) 3,37
median 3,75
standard deviation 1,0
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It is noted that each median in the table given
above is numerically greater than the corresponding mean,
a fact which ordinarily suggests skevmess. Table IIA
shows this skewness, as affecting the distribution of H9R4
scores. Skewness in this case may result from the fact that
the scores are bunched near the restrictive upper limit.
That is, only the low scores could be extreme deviates.
Table IIA




9 - 11 3
11 - 13 2
13 - 15 7
15 - 17 10
17 - 19 15
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MEAN VALIJEE COMPUTED FROM RATINGS
e (Chosen in preliminary reading as
the category indicated)
w (Chosen as example of weakness in
EXPERIENCED TEACHERS
example of excellence in
category indicated)
Theme Total Prepara- Organ! z- Etyle Form
( code) score tion ation
H9R4 16.04 e 7.43 3.21 3.37 2.30
F7P3 13.93 6.00 e 2.87 2.60 2.47
M6W4 18.80 8.00 3.60 e 4.13 3.07
08Y3 19.53 7.60 3.53 3.73 e 4.67
F7P4 10.06 w 4.27 1.20 1.87 2.73
U6jj;3 15.33 6.53 w 2.60 2.60 3.60
C4M3 13.60 6.40 2.60 w 2.67 2.60
P9Z4 11.86 5.47 1.87 2.87 w 1.67
It is interesting to note that the experienced teachers
confirmed the selective criteria of the preliminary reading.
Table III seems to show that, of the four categories used
here, none could be measured alone in order to secure an index^.
For if we were to measure only Preparation, we should infer
that M6W4, and not 08^3, had the hipest total score. If we
measured only Form, we would give half of the themes lower
marks than we gave to P'7P4. Apparently the four categories
vary independently of one another to some extent, at least.
1. aee discussion, p. 6.
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isTANDARD DEvlATIONb OF THE RATINGS EXPERIENCED
(Computed from ungrouped data)
TEACHERb
Theme Preparation Organization btyle Form
H9R4 .87 1.61 1.00 .96 !
F7P3 1.93 1.16 .80 1.09
j
M6W4 1.63 1.14 .81 1.35
0813 1.29 1.02 1.00 .60
,
F7P4 .67 .91 . .80 .77
;
U6E3 2.58 1.20 1.25 1.02
C4M3 .83 1.20 .70 .88
P9Z4 2.12 .89 .72- .87
Only twenty-three experienced teachers took part in the
scoring for which Table IV gives variability figures; never-
theless, we can make a few limited observations.
As might be expected, the teachers’ ratings varied most
in the case of the shortest theme, u6E3. This 220-word theme
is also a ’’free” essay, a fact which may or may not be a cause
for greater disagreement among the scorers.
Teachers’ ratings varied least in the case of theme F7P4.
This theme is a controlled essay of 270 words.
The greatest range of variability seems to be in the rating
of Preparation. A relatively narrow range is observed in the
rating of otyle, where in 7 out of 8 cases sixty-eight percent
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The fact that the teachers disagreed more when rating one
category than they did when rating another may he explained in
two ways. On the one hand, one category may be more difficult
to appraise than the other. On the other hand, the Scorer’s
Guide may have failed in one category to define the variables
as well as in the other category.
Table V
Pearson Product-moment Correlation of 21 Pairs of Scores
Obtained by Teachers Using the iicorer's Guide
Correlation coefficient "r" c + .36
Standard s'rror of ”r” = t,19
The split-half correlation coefficient reported in Table
V, based on a random pairing of H9R4 scores, is presumed to
indicate the reliability of the Scorer’s Guide. The procedure
of self-correlation to determine reliability is based on the
assumption that all of the scorers were comparable as judges of
composition.
A correlation coefficient of ,36 is not significant in
this case, since it is not equal to ”at least three times its
S.E."^, Repeated similar trials would be expected to yield
correlation coefficients falling, two-thirds of the time,
between .17- and ,55. a correlation in this range would not be
satisfactory for a device used to measure English bomposition.
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Limitations
Limitations are recognized both in the construction of the
acorer *s Guide and in the manner in which it was used*
The instrument would be more reliable if it were longer
and required more judgments than does the present Scorer’s Guide
The semantic dictum^ that a given word never has exactly
the same meaning twice is especially true in the case of descrip-
tive words. We can hardly secure an objective rating of stylis-
tic qualities if each scorer is obliged to rely heavily upon his
subjective scale of values. In this connection the present
Guide depends on the scorers ’ manifold ideas as to what is
meant by "monotonous” style, "commonplace" words, or "needless"
digressions, Vvhat seems "commonplace" to one reader may seem
refreshingly novel to another, A digression which seems
"needless" to one may seem rather necessary to another, in
short, the ^iDCorer ^s Guide is not sufficiently objective.
The reliability of the instrument could be improved by
furnishing each scorer with a detailed description of the class,
including many samples of similar writing done by the class,
such samples were already marked with the average of experts
’
ratings, then each scorer would have a basis for objective
comparison.
In addition to the limitations with respect to reliability
within the instrument itself, possible deviations in sampling
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should he mentioned, rerhaps the best way to offset such
deviations v/ould be to use a larger sample, allowing chance to
equalize the many factors present.
The lack of agreement in the scoring of Form^ has been
mentioned. The writer assumes that such variability is due
either to failure of the iscorer * s Guide to define Form, or to
inability on the part of the scorers to distinguish errors.
Aside from reliability, the ;:5Corer *s Guide was not
sufficiently easy to use. The process of scoring should have
been made simpler, in order to forestall the teachers*
objections in regard to the amount of time required. The
duplicated materials were not easy to read; sharper copies
would have served better, as would double spacing of theme
copies.
1. p. 19, bottom of page
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Conclusions
The .lacorer *s Guide as used in this experiment requires the
judges to rate qualities which seem to he vaguely or ambiguously
defined. For example, the criteria for evaluating knowledge of
the subject apparently are not the same for both the critical
and the ’’free" essay. As one teacher wrote on the margin of
a ''Happiness” theme: ”Are there any 'details' and 'facts'
that must be included?” A rating scale designed for a single
essay assignment would have been a better approach to the
problem.
Teachers using the scorer ' s Guide seem to be able to
distinguish between levels of excellence within the various
categories. It is not clear from Table IV data whether the
teachers agree to a greater or less extent on the ratings for
any particular combination of qualities. There seems to be
slightly less variability in the teacher's ratings for style.
The correlation coefficient reported in Table V is below
the lower limit of usefulness for educational tests^.
The categories of Preparation, Organization, style, and
Form seem to vary more or less independently of one another.
30
1. Guilford, J. P,, Fundamental statistics in Psychology and
Education
,
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1942, p. 223,
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oummary of Conclusions
1. This experiment showed a low correlation between the
scores assigned to a single theme by teachers using
the ocorer *s Guide .
2# A majority of the teachers doubt that the .i^corer *s
Guide Is of value to experienced teachers, but think
that the device might assist beginning teachers.
Moreover, the scorer > s Guide appears to have rather
limited practical value because It requires too much
of the scorer’s time.
3. The writer feels that to be reliable, the :^corer ’s
Guide should be supplemented with graded samples from
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Value of this .bixperlment
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/
The writer feels that the use of the acorer*s Guide in
the high school mi^t benefit both the teachers and the pupils.
Teachers—especially beginning teachers—would, from such
a device, derive an increased awareness of the following:
(a) the elements which contribute to composition excellence, an
(b) the theory that certain elements must be weighted. Grade
norms within the school could be set up, as mentioned in the
following section of this study.
Jt^upils would benefit from the increased fairness of
controlled marking.
I'ossibly they could with profit learn to analyse their own
writing problems, if the acorer *s Guide were thoroughly
explained to them.
I
suggestions for Further Study
Many of the limitations of the present study could be
overcome if the scorer * s Guide were revised and retested on a
/single assignment, such as a controlled essay.
sample themes could be selected by preliminary reading as
was done in the present experiment. These themes could be
scored by twenty or more experienced teachers who would use the
revised scorer* s Guide . Then the mean scores for each of the
four categories could be marked on each theme. Next, a large
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together with the sample themes already scored, in order to
evaluate the other themes of the same assignment.
Thus the scorers would have examples of known excellence,
in each of the four categories, as well as the descriptions
furnished in the Guide « Therefore a high reader reliability
could be expected. The mean composite scores for the themes of
a given grade could easily be converted into letter grades, or
to standard scores. The normative achievement within each
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Opinions and Comments on poorer * s Guide , as Written by
The k>corers
1. "Too many questions not asked on question-
naire or problems not covered",
2. "In a subjective essay". .. "are there any
'details’, 'facts', or 'materials' that must
be included?"
3. "should there not be a sentence-coherence
category?"
4. "Guides on preparation, organization, and
style are excellent, i found guide on Form
rather confusing and underweighted".
5. "I think your section on otyle needs tighten-
ing up; it needs to be more exact in the definition
of its terms. For example, you say nothing of
sentence variety
,
which, I feel, is one of the
most important elements of good style. Too
often students fall into the habit of using only
simple, or compound sentences, overlooking the
effectiveness which sentence variety gives to their
compositions ".
6. "The system is time-consuming",
7. "I grant that such an evaluation as this has
merit; it systematizes the correction, but with
the average class of 25 or 30 the teacher would
spend eight hours on one set of papers.’"
8. As for taking too much time, "probably not,
if one used it as a regular thing".
9. "This locks like a good job",
10. "It should help the teacher to point out a
pupil's areas of weakness more definitely. It also
makes the marking of compositions more objective,
something that may balance the greater length of
time necessary in using the system."
11. "A beginning teacher should derive much value
from acorer ' s Guide
,
but an experienced teacher
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i HvS true t Ions for the Scorer
You have kindly undertaken to score the attached eiiTht themes
v'hich have been selected from the work of a 1‘^th oracle 5
collegie-preparatory class of tv/enty-eight boys and girls.
The eight themes were chosen to show the ran;;;;® and variety
appearing in tv;o asaignirsnts.
The scores -which you and other teachers of rJnglish will arrive
at, using the enclosed Scorer’s Guide and Score Sheets . will be
used to ESC whether the*~Scorer ’ a Guide is of value In controlling
the reliability of readers of IPth grade themes.
You may already have perfected a technique of your own for
co-mposit5on scoring v;hich Is wholly satisfactory. Hut, as you




, on the follov.’ing page, divides composition




"style'', and "form”. Since "preparation" is weighted, the highest
possible total score w'ould be and the lowest, 5.
You are to write in, on the score sheet for each theme, the
sub-scores in each area, and any other important notations, such
as a or ” — under "logical vievjpolnt"
,
for exan'ple.
li is suggested that you consider 'each theme as a whole , in
arriving at each sub-total. Flease use only the suggested values
for sub- totals, ar^d don’t "make allowances" in one sirea because
of the merit of another sr»ea.
Kffcrt has been made to preserve all errors of Form, so far as
possiblGo In judging Form, which would ordinarily be judged in
comparison with the achiei^ernent of the class as a whole, please
base your judgment on the eight samples given, w;hich broadly
indicate the range -of the class.
After you have completed the scoring, please fill in the section
belov%
k'Af'iS CF SC( K.”)R
SCRCOL
( Underline "yes" if you agree, "no" if you disagree, or 'u" if
you arc undecided, concerning each of the following statements. )
io The Scorer’s Guide includes the m.ost important factors
that males up composition merit. ..... ,Yos . .ho
P. The Scorer’s Guide requires too much time .Yes . .Ko.
.
3. It would be of great assistance to beginning teachers, .Yes. »I'To
4, It vjould be of assistance to experienced teachers. .. .Yes . .No.
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To the Scorer : Read the compositions then consider it in respect
to each of the items below (it may bo necessary to reread the
composition at times). Yon are to select from each item an appro-
priate numerical value and write it in the column at the right,
as is done in Item '^0''.
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fair pretty well wride,
knowledge informed, personal
of subject, but some knowledge
few errors material
or gaps not assimilated
3 4 6 . .


















reader dear to him.
4 5 . .
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H. Evaluation of Form
Number of errors in SPELLING
Number of errors, PUNCTUATION
Number ’Of errors, CAPITALIZATION
Ntimber of errors in GRAi»ii,.Aii
Humber of errors, SENTENCE SThUCTUKE
Total . . .
.
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Of all ths characters in “The Retarn of the Kative*'
liggory Venn Is the most unhart, and;, although it roi.ild seer,
snperflnons to many, the hanpinest he finds is enough to satisfy
his altraiistic disposition.
Liggcry Venn is the least realistic of i-arcly’s characters
in this hock as his ideas pertain to that of a supposed Ideal
rr.an, rather than an ordinary individual rith regard to the
ccrrirandrent 'love thy neighbor "• He is completely without r ass ion:
love (althoiigh he loves, it is with almost an indilfercnt air).
Jealousy, cr anger. 3n the earlier part of his life, rhen his
proposal is refused, by Thomasin, instead of fic^htin'^ for her or
continuin*^ to try to win her affection, he rr«ns off and becomes a
redclleman, "e seems to knov.^ Fate or Hordy's conccntion of Fate
and as soon as he feels himself caught in its f^asp, vets away as
quick as possible. Hardy’s idea is that a person vdth r-reat
passion and, in a sense movin'^ to shape their ovn destiniOE is
doomed to destruction. This exnlains why Diggory, although moving,
does not falter, because of his lack of pass:* on« Another salient
characteristrlc of Diggory’s which sets .him apart, is his lack of
e??oti.sr. Soino of his acts appear hardly befittin'^ a normal man
especially his watching out for the happiness of Thomasin, his
uni'^equited love. Even though she is pledged to another man and
his h,ope of ever having her for his ov;n was almost completely
shattered, st'ill ho norsisted in overcox: ing the obstacles which
stood in the path of her hapriness with vVildeva, In trying to
shap3 Thomasin ’8 destiny, lie is constantly turning up at the
precise moment hs is needed, 71^.e incident in the forest, when
vVllclGve w’on from C.hri3tian lirs. Yeobright’s gift money to her
children, seemed completely foreclosed, when in strolled Venn from
apparently nowher®. He intervenes wTtlT Fate and although he wins
frcr:' v«ildevG the money, makes a wrong move which eventually turns
i.he whole plot in the stcry. Another time he challenges fate is
towcrds the end, Thoir.asln is wandering through the forest upatten*
ced, lookin.g for Gl^an, who has run off after v=iideve and iustacia.
rivpory comes in again and turns the tide of afiairs. His services
V hen after V'.ildeve’s r3eath,
trade, and Thomasin consents to
iinally res'alt in self-satisfaction.
he renounces his recdleman
irar-r‘''ing him.
In the end you cannot
subs rant :! at fjd for his many
help but feel that Diggory has bet^n
good deeds tow'ard others. Altliough you
cannot ernm,- his lack of passion, soxieho^v his ab:llity to escape
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Happiness is a pleasuraPlo experience that springs rrom
possession of goods, the gratification of desires, or relief from
pain or evil.
The first quality of happiness, the pleasurable experience that
springs from posssession of goods, is a most natural feeilns. This
usually happens v;hen Chirstmas tlxr.e or birthdays come around. When
an individual such as myself receives gifts from others, that I have longed
for, an enli f^tening pleasure takes place.
V The first time I received a football eleven years ago, I thought
was the happiest moment of my life. Since then, however, many things
havw occui'red which have r.nde me feel just as delighted. If not mere
so.
The second, quality of happiness, that of the gratification of
desires, usually occurs when an unfortunate soul, such as myself,
has spent a long period of time waiting with arudety for a certain
position in business, politics, athletics, and so forth. When I finally
ac^ov/ledge the pleasure of receiving this long-awaited position, an
enviable sensation runs through my mind at having been so fortunate.
The third and final quality of happiness wh5ch I effrr, is that
of the pleasurable experience received from the relief of pain or
evil. This is a quality which I, unfortunately, have not experienced.
Therefore, not being an expert on the subject, I shall try to do my
h9t:y, in explaining this all-import ant qimlity,
A very good friend of mine who has all his life been inflicted with
infantile paralysis recentl;/ paid his daily visit to church. As he
got up to leave, he accidentally ne.glocted to pick up his crutches.
To his astonishment and mine he actually, for the first time in his
life, was able to walk \7ithout the aid of crutches. Just to se the
expreassd feeling of joy on his face v;as an unforgettable thrill
for me.
These, by no means, are the only qualities of happiness. There
are numerous others, far too many to go into detail about, but in my
opinion these are the top attributes of that virtue of happiness.
\
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MOW 4 CLYk YKCERIGHT
Cl7nn Yeobrlp^-t was indeed n cournfreour. ran, for he darec
to defy Fate, which rcrnrlns unrroved; also, he tried to revolution-
Ise Ef.^don Hoath, vh 5 ch would i’erever reraln unchamredo
Clyir returns to the heath fi'rirly received never to <^0 hseV
to Paris, Ke wishes to start s school one educate the heath necrle
So Ir^nort nnt does he consider education end sc flrr. is h;is idea,
that ho fails tc reason cut I.hat the heath necnlo don’t want to be
.
ebanred. Srdon Heath represents a hurre nou.nd covered with a thick
stcncj v;allo People ray try tc penetrate threuyh this ivsll to the
depths of Spder:, but they v:j 11 or.177 'succeed In bru.lsir.y and scarrln
ths’^selx'es o Clym vainly tried to re throuffPi this stone v. •'ll, but
each time he tried he prew weaker and 7;eaker until he became a
broken man,
Clym refuses tc accept defeat, his inevitable end. Even his
own rother fails to convince him that his ides, for a school ?’lll
be his ruiric
In spite o.f his short slpht, v/e cannot feel pit77 for Clym,
but admiration, i'my ran who rill repeatedly attempt 0 futllo tc.sl7
is couror^Gous, Perhaps the one thlny that corriedt him alonw me
his love and acir.lraticn for .Sustacla Vye,
In Eustaeia___ho sew an eoucatecl and smart young v;oman who
could help in ’nis school. Since education w^as his great passion,
X think his love for Eustacia was a lox’e for her mind. He failed,
ho\i,'Gver, to sec how strong and willful she was, Bmstacla Vye
lived for herself and not for others, which ides, vaar directly
oprosite to his nlario After Iiis marrlDme to Eustaoi.q tiio fbry and
heat of their love for each other dies quickly, and Clyr.'’, from:
Ihir tine on, be pins to feel very unhappy. He loves hlc rother
very dearly, cut Bustacia dislikes her intensely. Even in hls
atterpt tc reconcile his rother to his merriago and Eustacia, he
is thv.'ortod by Euatacla, It is directly due to Eustacia that Mrs,
Yeobright dies, Clvx;, however, does not resllso this and bljiUres
/if.'seif for not havino; made the rcconcll:'.at ion sooner.. After
1; o.T S' b word £. lovers part, rut each feels in the wren^* emd very
incorpleto without the other.. Both are too proud to rake the first
step towarcs apolo.gyo Eustacia, wh.o intenEoly hated the Heath,
now tries to
into a deep pend whore she drownedo
flee, but the sice cf a v/all caves in and slao plummos
Finally, Clpn realises he has mode 0 grave mistake in
tarpporiny with lives over which be hns no control. Bub was he
a br.ave man to attempt, although vainly, such a futile to.sk?'
not
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Perhaps the greatest misfortune of the hiirr'an mjnd is a tendency to
forfeit happiness in an endless search for it, probably because of a
lack of appreliension of vrhat is being sought, -..hen asked for iry
conception of happiness, this fact p'as uprermost in my mind, ijrar.ed lately
1 consulted the panacea for misunderstanding, the dictionary, which
was, far from being helpful, quite disappointing in giving grati.-Tication
for a synonym; for even an instrument designed for tho interpretation
of v;ords only strengthened the misconception with ivhich the modern
mind frustrates itself.
Actually my instinct is to follow in this blind struggle for
gratification. As i lose perspective, an object of desire becomes
a creator of happiness. Too often, in reminiscing, i fancy that the
return of a past incident would be my only requisite for happiness; but
1 did not feel hapry at the time of its occurrence, nor am j hap-y
in helplessly craving its return, ourely this is fool.' shness ; never-
theless, the search for some abstraction seoma equally as foolish to
me. The joy of anticipation or restrospect is inevitably mixed with
dissatisfaction; yet it is the closest to happiness that 1 get when
surrenderin'" to this personal weakness.
Giving destructive criticism is a rreat deal easier for me than
suggesting remedies, since the cure is pure3.y personal and probably as
faulty as the ills. Certainly it is true that if I cc=uld find
happiness as a factor independent of all material circanrstancer.
,
it
would be a more aware eiriotion than that of satisfaction over an
achievement of an aspiration.
The contemtplation of God and dedication to His supremacy is
happiness of this sort, but it is a medium which is not available to me.
The closest 'i have come to happiness unrelated to all material things
has been in the appreciation of the moment. Almost svei‘y rom.ent, if
isolated., can be construed as happy if there is no consideration of future
actiOHrS or consequences. Unless 1 consciously bring about the isolation
of each short period of time, 1 look for happiness so hard that I do
not see that i have it and that it is to be found with sorrov/, since
there is no happiness where there has never been pain.
Ivw "
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fat .v^therofore she carie to ^"no j^ood'’ end* It v/as her p^^ssion
and Srotlon vrhlch brought about hor ultimate destruction*
}?u^toc5.a nas sa?,d to have ''the passions and instincts of
a goddess" <, f.he vas exceedingly passionate in that throughout
the story she was in love with either Wildeve or Clym, She
not only had passionate desires for these two men, but she
also loved Paris and all that it possessed* 3he desired Paris
so much that her want for that city>^ncreas0d her hate for the
.leath, Eustacia also had motion. She' did not like the heath
because it was figarativoly dead. She vjantod life and action.
was v.iiat formed her Inborn instincts. When she found out
that she could not have one thing, slie desired another, relative-
ly G.he same. V»hen she became bored with Clym, v;ho had not llvod
up to her estimation, she changed her passions to V.ildev^ and
'vherever she turned, she seemed to bring destruction to sw'eone.
;She was indjlrectly responsible for the destruction of all the
characters in the novel who had p. grAAi. dp>flT of pasfJon and
notiion.
''ustacia rss an example of Hardy’s conception of fate,
in which a person pcssessiing passion pltis motion v;ould come to
u3-t3mate destruction, the was a person of the highest degree of
•nassici^, that is, possesslnc’ intense sentimental Icve^^ji^and
therefOT'e not only ri'lned her own llfey but unlntenti^ially
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IJGtiC Happiness
There are a things in this v;orld vmlch money c<annot
buy; one of these is happiness. It is something which can be
shared with people in all walks of life. One doesn’t neceessarf-
ly have to be rich or hold a prominent position in order to
en.joy the w'onderful experience of feeling happiness. Happiness
may be found in many different v>'ays; to some, the greatest hanpiness
is very often found in the enJoyn:ent- of helping those less
fortunate than themselves. When one is busy helping others, he
doesn’t have time to think of his own petty grievances.
Happiness can be obtained in the everyday tasks which come
before you each day if you take pride in them and do your very
best. '^cv. can then look upon these tasks with satisfaction end
not only please yourself, but others as v;ell.
It may be difficult to be happy if things don’t turn out
the way they are expected to, but if one always looks on the
bright side of things, happiness is most always able to be found®
A fow ways to spread more happiness in this wjorlc would be
to do a little more praising and a little less jeering, and to
have more patience in time of trouble and pain. Also, if vre
all tried to spread a little more kindness each day, this would
be a happier place in v;hich to live.
These are the conceptions of happiness which seem to be
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C4M3
•Silnce everyone ?.s entitled to his ovn conception of haprinesc-,
prohchly no tvo peo'ole hove identical conceptions. The riictiormry
d.sprove their veracity, bnt only to yive my or n ideas concerning
hf '"ir-i iess 6
hap'^iness that comes unon the knovlodge of a mark in a test,
which is qo.ite cj.i verse from the feeling of happiness that runs v.b.rough
a person as he has a good time at a party or out on a date«
rhe former inbbdnce just mentioned is a hap'^inesi that comes v-ith
se If *' ichievement
.
When 1 find that i have done somethinm well, 1
feel happy and glad because X have done it well.
The Ivattor illustration of happiness is not so much a haprlnes^ or
persoial achievement, but one in the sense of being lovful to be
alive. It conforir;s jie irest^ to the dictionary definition; a state of
well-being, .Vhen i have that kind of hsp-!-iness, the joy of being
alive, my thoughts are only of the present and any troubles 1 might
neve lisappsar for the time-boing,
A third kind of happiness that comes to ir.e is the hanriness that
h£s no direct effect on me,
A good example of this newest mentioned kind of hapr Iness is a
little incident, haprening every year, which happened to me about
two years ago,
L'iVery Thanksgiving our young people*s ,gi‘oup at church sends canned
feeds as gifts fer a homeless children *s organizaticn, I was selected
tc go along with the adult who delivered the food. The joy on the
fsces of the children v;hen they received the food certainly r-ade rre
feel bappy, i;.-,i^py because there had been the chance for me tc r.'s.ke
scrr.eore else hapry, if cnly in a little w'sjo
jhese kinds of happinesses are not the cnly kinds. They are the
ones that felt by ire the most f Do not think they hav’e tc le your ways
of being hapny. They do not and probably are note However,, personal
acMevement, the jov of being alive, and kind deeds to others bring
to me the happinesses that 1 enjoy the most.
si,atei happiness as good luck; prosper!
t
ohou-^ there definitions are very g
ity; a state of y ell-bo ina,
voneral, x do not intend tc
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Dlggory Venn vjas hard-v.orking, and v/orked for everyone’s
benefit but his o^/nj but in the end, the others are destroyed
and verm is left alone « He finds a form of happiness with
Thomasln, although he is not reall7f happy, since Thomasin had
rnarrled once before to V^ildeve,
Diggory’s interest in Thomasin’s future was aroused when
he w'as told of the meeting of lustacia and V.'lldeve by .Tohnny
Nunsixch, v;ho was tending Eustacia’s fire. Ee had loved Thomas in
two years previous
s
and ho then decided that if he could not
have Thomasin, be would do his best to make her, happy, lie tried
to destroy Wi3,deve’s Interest in liustacia by offering to take her
to 3udmouth, where she wanted to be, Wiideve was torn between tv;o
\¥omen, and the elimination of ono would bring about more interest
in the other, 'P^.omasin, who he had eilready proposed to,
i/enn seeris, according to Hardy, to go along v;ith Fate with-
out crossing it, althou.gji he is moving. The other characters,
except Thon.'.sin, move and are ©motional, and in Hardy’s concep-
tion of rate, this brings about ultlmoto destruction, Each
movins^ character in the book Is getting himself more and more
entangled in the power of Fate,
In the end, Venn suceecs in joining Kustacia and Clyri’, by
arousing Bustacia’a interest in strange and exciting places, by
telling her that Clym vjas a di amend merchant in far is, her idea
of a V7ond03''ful place to go, ohe attracts his interest and they
are soon married, but Clym wants to be a school teacher and give
up the diamond business,
Diggory’’s purpose in joining Ci^.rjTi and Sustacia was to
increase Wildeve’s love for Thomasin, and bring about a marriage,
securing Thoraasin’s happiness. This scheme did not work out,
however, because V/ildeve still loved Kustacia, even after they
were both married, and hr3 offered to take her to budmoutho As
they^Yere"”abbut bo moot on the night they had planned to leave.
Sustacia falls into the mead, Yeobright v:as n3ai’’ly drowned and
liVildevG was drov/ned 7fnlle trying to save her, '6ildeve and Thomasin
were left, Diggory Venn’s former love for Thomssin was renev.^ed and
they were married. Although they found each other, they were
'still not happy, because Diggcry v^as more or less a second choice.
Thus Diggory Venn labored to give happiness to Thomas in, but
finally married Thomssin himself. The others were destroyed
according to Hardy’s fate. The least moving of the characters was
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List of Teachers and student Teachers Who Assisted
with this experiment
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Table VI








11.0 6.0 1.0 2.0 2.0
16.7 6.7 4.5 3.5 2.0
15.2 6.7 4.0 3.5 1.0
19.5 8.0 4.5 4.0 3.0
10.0 6.0 1.0 1.0 2.0
13.0 8.0 1.0 2.0 2.0
19.3 7.3 4.0 4.0 4.0
18.5 8.0 4.5 2.0 4.0
18.0 8.0 3.0 4.0 3.0
19.0 8.0 3.5 4.5 3.0
14.0 8.0 1.0 3.0 2.0
19.3 9.3 4.0 2.0 4.0
14.0 6.0 4.0 1.0 3.0
16.0 8.0 3.0 4.0 1.0
16.5 8.0 3.0 3.5 2.0
12.7 6.7 2.5 1.5 2.0
15.2 6.7 3.0 3.5 2.0
17.8 7.3 3.0 3.5 4.0
18.0 8.0 4.0 4.0 2.0
15.0 6.0 3.0 4.0 2.0
19.3 9.3 4.0 4.0 2.0
14.3 7.3 2.0 2.0 3.0
18.2 8.7 4.5 3.0 2.0
18.0 8.0 4.0 4.0 2.0
17.0 8.0 1.0 4.0 4.0
16.0 7.0 4.0 3.0 2.0
18.8 9.3 4.0 2.5 3.0
17.0 8.0 4.0 4.0 1.0
13.0 8.0 1.0 2.0 2.0
14.0 8.0 2.0 1.0 3.0
15.3 8.3 2.5 3.5 1.0
15.2 6.7 3.5 4.0 1.0
9.0 6.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
15.5 8.0 3.0 3.5 1.0
14.2 6.7 2.5 3.0 2.0
18.0 8.0 4.0 4.0 2.0
18.0 8.0 4.0 3.0 3.0
10.0 6.0 1.0 2.0 1.0
17.2 6.7 4.5 4.0 2.0
17.0 8.0 3.0 2.0 4.0
20.5 9.0 4.5 4.0 3.0
18.5 8.0 4.0 3.5 3.0






scores Assigned to Theme F7P3
Composite bcores Prepara- Organ! za- Style Form
tion tion
18.0 8.0 4.0 2.0 4.0
10.0 2.0 2.0 3.0 3.0
16.0 8.0 3.0 2.0 3.0
15.0 6.0 3.0 2.0 2.0
11.0 4.0 1.0 2.0 4.0
17.0 8.0 4.0 4.0 1.0
14.0 6.0 3.0 3.0 2.0
18.0 8.0 4.0 4.0 2.0
14.0 6.0 4.0 2.0 2.0
13.0 4.0 2.0 3.0 4.0
16.0 8.0 4.0 2.0 2.0
17.0 8.0 3.0 2.0 4.0
10.0 6.0 1.0 2.0 1.0
14.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 2.0
8.0 4.0 1.0 2.0 1.0
Table VIII
Scores Assigned to Theme M6Vif4
I
Composite Prepara- Organize- Style Form
i
Scores tion tion
16.0 8.0 3.0 3.0 2.0
16.0 8.0 3.0 3.0 2.0
23.0 10.0 5.0 5.0 3.0
16.0 8.0 3.0 4.0 1.0
13.0 4.0 2.0 5.0 2.0
23.0 10.0 5.0 5.0 3.0
21.0 8.0 4.0 4.0 5.0
1
24.0 10.0 4.0 5.0 5.0
18.0 8.0 1.0 5.0 4.0
! 18.0 8.0 5.0 3.0 2.0
23.0 10.0 5.0 5.0 3.0
14.0 6.0 3.0 3.0 2.0
20.0 8.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
18.0 8.0 4.0 4.0 2.0










iscores Assigned to Theme 08i3
Composite Scores Prepara- Organize- Style Form
tion tion
20.0 8.0 4.0 3.0 5.0
25.0 10.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
21.0 8.0 4.0 4.0 5.0
17.0 6.0 2.0 4.0 5.0
20.0 8.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
15.0 6.0 4.0 2.0 3.0
25.0 10.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
18.0 8.0 2.0 4.0 4.0
18.0 8.0 3.0 2.0 5.0
21.0 8.0 4.0 4.0 5.0
23.0 10.0 5.0 4.0 4.0
15.0 6.0 3.0 2.0 4.0
21.0 8.0 4.0 4.0 5.0
20.0 8.0 2.0 5.0 5.0
14.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
Table X
Scores Assigned to Theme F7P4
10.0 4.0 1.0 1.0 4.0
8.0 4.0 0.0 1.0 3.0
10.0 4.0 1.0 2.0 3.0
11.0 4.0 1.0 3.0 3.0
8.0 4.0 0.0 1.0 3.0
15.0 6.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
9.0 4.0 1.0 2.0 2.0
8.0 4.0 0.0 2.0 2.0
8.0 4.0 1.0 1.0 2.0
10.0 4.0 1.0 1.0 4.0
12.0 4.0 2.0 3.0 3.0
12.0 4.0 3.0 2.0 3.0
10.0 4.0 1.0 2.0 3.0
8.0 4.0 1.0 1.0 2.0
12.0 6.0 3.0 2.0 1.0
yV















12.0 6.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
22.0 10.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
7.0 2.0 0.0 1.0 4.0
15.0 6.0 3.0 2.0 4.0
12.0 4.0 2.0 2.0 4.0
17.0 8.0 3.0 4.0 2.0
18.0 8.0 2.0 3.0 5.0
21.0 8.0 5.0 3.0 5.0
13.0 6.0 1.0 2.0 4.0
14.0 6.0 2.0 4.0 2.0
21.0 10.0 3.0 4.0 4.0
10.0 2.0 3.0 1.0 4.0
8.0 4.0 2.0 0.0 2.0
19.0 8.0 3.0 4.0 4.0
21.0 10.0 4.0 3.0 4.0
Table XII








16.0 8.0 3.0 2.0 3.0
13.0 6.0 1.0 3.0 3.0
11.0 4.0 2.0 2.0 3.0
18.0 8.0 4.0 3.0 3.0
14.0 6.0 1.0 3.0 4.0
20.0 10.0 4.0 4.0 2.0
15.0 6.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
14.0 6.0 4.0 3.0 1.0
17.0 8.0 4.0 3.0 2.0
18.0 8.0 3.0 3.0 4.0
11.0 6.0 1.0 1.0 3.0
14.0 6.0 4.0 2.0 2.0
10.0 4.0 1.0 3.0 2.0
9.0 4.0 2.0 2.0 1.0
14.0 6.0 2.0 3.0 3.0

Table XIII








15.0 8.0 3.0 3.0 1.0
6.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0
11.0 4.0 1.0 3.0 3.0
10.0 6.0 0.0 3.0 1.0
17.0 8.0 3.0 4.0 2.0
7.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.0
14.0 6.0 3.0 3.0 2.0
14.0 6.0 2.0 3.0 3.0
11.0 6.0 1.0 3.0 1.0
9.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 1.0
16.0 8.0 2.0 3.0 3.0
10.0 4.0 1.0 3.0 2.0
11.0 6.0 1.0 2.0 2.0
15.0 8.0 2.0 4.0 1.0
12.0 6.0 2.0 3.0 1.0
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